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Abstract

Objective: To evaluate the hyperintense signal (HIS) performance on diffusion-weighted imaging

(DWI) in diagnosing cerebral venous thrombosis (CVT).

Methods: Seventy-eight patients with CVT hospitalized from January 2004 to January 2015 were

retrospectively studied alongside 78 controls without intracranial organic diseases. Diagnostic

accuracy indices of HIS on DWI or T2-weighted imaging (T2WI) to diagnose CVT at different

sites and states were analyzed.

Results: The overall sensitivity of HIS on DWI for the diagnosis of CVTwas significantly lower

than that of HIS on T2WI (34.6% vs. 79.5%). HIS on T2WI was more sensitive than HIS on DWI

in detecting thrombosis, especially in the superior sagittal sinus and transverse sinus. HIS on DWI

was inversely related to the time between disease onset and imaging. Compared with HIS on

T2WI, combining HIS on DWI and T2WI did not increase the sensitivity for detecting CVT. HIS

on DWI was not detected in the control group, but HIS on T2WI was detected in 26.3% of

control individuals. The specificity of HIS on DWI for CVTwas higher than that of HIS on T2WI

(97.4% vs. 76.9%).

Conclusion: HIS on DWI has a lower sensitivity, but a higher specificity, than HIS on T2WI for

diagnosing CVT.
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Introduction

Cerebral venous thrombosis (CVT) is a rare
cerebrovascular disease that accounts for
approximately 0.5% to 1% of all strokes.1,2

Because specific signs and symptoms of
CVT are lacking, a diagnosis of CVT
mainly relies on neuroimaging findings.
T2-weighted imaging (T2WI) with magnetic
resonance venography (MRV) is the first
line of imaging modalities.2 The use of
T2WI is advantageous because it diminishes
the likelihood that hypoplasia of a venous
sinus is misdiagnosed as CVT, by produc-
ing a relatively hyperintense signal (HIS) as
a result of the absence of flow void signal
and paramagnetic ingredients. As well as
HIS on T2WI, thrombus in a venous sinus
can also result in HIS at the corresponding
site on diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI).

Studies of the utility of DWI for diagnos-
ing CVT have revealed heterogeneous find-
ings. Both variable and reversible changes in
the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) at
the time of acute events in CVT have been
observed.3,4 Using DWI for CVT, it has also
been speculated that cytotoxic edema (the
movement of water from extracellular
space into cells) can be the cause of CVT.5

The sensitivity of HIS on DWI for CVT has
been evaluated in a small series of cases.
Favrole et al.,6 using DWI, detected recent
CVTs in 20 occluded vein(s) or sinus(es) in
41% (12/28) of patients. These authors also
suggested that the presence of HIS on DWI
in occluded veins at the time of diagnosis
might be predictive of a lower rate of
vessel recanalization 2 or 3 months later.
Furthermore, Yıldız et al.7 evaluated differ-
ent DWI findings for the diagnosis of CVT,
and suggested that DWI can provide an
additional clue in the diagnosis of CVT
patients, and may be important for diagnos-
ing patients without clinical signs of CVT.

Previous studies have reported variable
outcomes with regard to HIS on DWI in
patients with CVT. HIS on DWI has been

found in as few as 6% (vs. 53% on T2*WI)8

and 21% (vs. 93% on T2*WI)9 of cases to
as high as 80% (vs. 81% on T2WI)10 and
83%11 of cases. However, the diagnostic use
of HIS on DWI to diagnose CVT has been
less studied, and remains relatively obscure.
In the present study, we retrospectively ana-
lyzed CVT cases who had undergone DWI
at our center, with the aim to investigate the
diagnostic performance of DWI in diagnos-
ing CVT.

Patients and methods

Patient enrollment

For this retrospective study, data were
acquired from the database of the Chinese
PLA General Hospital for patients with
CVT who had been hospitalized in the
Neurology Department between January
2004 and January 2015. The inclusion crite-
ria for patients were: (1) clinical signs and
symptoms consistent with CVT; (2) occlu-
sion or severe stenosis of the cerebral
venous sinus or internal jugular vein (IJV)
confirmed by digital subtraction angiogra-
phy (DSA) and/or MRV and/or computed
tomographic venography;12,13 and (3) high-
quality brain transverse section images of
DWI and T2WI were available. Patients
with other neurological diseases, such as
intracranial infection, tumor, inflammation,
arterial stroke, or focal short-segment ste-
nosis of the transverse sinus (TS) or sigmoid
sinus (SiS) were excluded. The control
group comprised age- and sex-matched
individuals with no intracranial organic dis-
ease or CVT-related signs or symptoms, but
who had undergone craniocerebral MRI
including DWI as part of their medical
examination. Informed consent was not
required for this study because the subjects’
details were de-identified during retrospec-
tive analyses. The study was approved by
the Ethics Committee of the Chinese PLA
General Hospital.
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Imaging protocols

MRIs were obtained on a 1.5-T scanner
(TwinSpeed HDxt, GE Healthcare,
Waukesha, WI, USA). Typical parameters
were: (1) axial T2WI: fast spin-echo imaging
(TR/TE¼ 5000ms/114ms, slice thickness¼
5.0mm, slice gap¼ 0.5mm, field of view
[FOV]¼ 24� 24 cm, matrix¼ 288� 244);
(2) axial DWI: single-shot spin-echo echopla-
nar imaging (TR/TE¼ 6500ms/110ms,
slice thickness¼ 5.0mm, slice gap¼ 0.5mm,
FOV¼ 24� 24 cm, matrix¼ 128� 12, b¼
1000 s/mm2).

Imaging analysis

Patients with CVT were categorized into
three groups according to the length of
the interval between disease onset and
MRI scan: 1) �7 days; 2) 8 to 30 days;
and 3) �31 days. The diagnosis of CVT
and the site of thrombosis on the
DSA and/or MRV were made by a neurol-
ogist with 10 years of experience in cerebro-
vascular diseases. HIS on T2WI and HIS
on DWI were determined by two neurolo-
gists who were blinded to the clinical and
angiographic data of patients (Figure 1).
Kappa statistics were applied for interob-
server agreement. When disagreement
arose in the independent analysis, a consen-
sus was reached through discussion. The
venous sinuses and veins studied in each
patient included the superior sagittal sinus
(SSS), left and right TS, left and right SiS,
straight sinus (StS), and left and right IJV.

Statistical analysis

The sites of thrombosis were determined
according to the results of the DSA/MRV
findings, and these were used as the gold
standard to study the sensitivity of HIS on
DWI, HIS on T2WI, and their combined
use for the diagnosis of CVT at different
sites and stages. The result of a combined
analysis of HIS on DWI and HIS on T2WI

was considered positive when both modali-
ties detected CVT in a case. The sensitivity,
specificity, positive predictive value (PPV),
and negative predictive value (NPV) of HIS
on DWI or T2WI for CVT were calculated
from the true positive, false positive, true
negative, and false negative values.
Comparative analyses of the diagnostic
indices were performed using an R�C
table Pearson’s v2 test, a corrected v2 test,
or a Fisher’s exact probability test. All sta-
tistical analyses were performed using SPSS
for Windows, version 19.0 (SPSS Inc.,
Chicago, IL, USA). Statistical significance
was defined as p< 0.05.

Results

In this study, 78 patients (45 women and 33
men) with CVT and 78 age- and sex-
matched controls were included. The mean
age of the patients was 36.1� 12.7 years.
All 78 patients underwent MRV, and 43
patients also underwent DSA. No patients
underwent computed tomographic venog-
raphy. Of the 624 intracranial venous
sinuses and 156 IJVs studied, 287 venous
sinuses and 29 IJVs had thrombosis. The
interval between disease onset and MRI
scan in patients with CVT ranged between
1 and 1,825 days (median 34 days).

Thromboses occurred mostly in the TS,
followed by the SSS, SiS, IJV, and StS. The
right TS, SiS, and IJV more commonly har-
bored thrombosis compared with the left
TS, SiS, and IJV (Table 1, Figure 2). The
detection of HIS on DWI according to the
interval between the onset of symptoms and
MRI scan are summarized in Table 2, as are
the between-group comparisons.

The overall sensitivity of HIS on DWI
for CVT was 34.6%, which was significant-
ly lower than the sensitivity of HIS on
T2WI (79.5%; Table 3; Figure 3). The over-
all specificity of HIS on DWI for CVT was
significantly higher than the specificity of
HIS on T2WI (97.4% vs. 76.9%).
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The sensitivity, specificity, PPV, and NPV
of DWI, T2WI, and DWI plus T2WI are
shown in Table 3.

The sensitivity of T2WI and T2WI plus
DWI in diagnosing CVT was the same
(Table 1). The correlation coefficient
between the sensitivity of DWI and the sen-
sitivity of T2WI in detecting HIS in differ-
ent sinuses and veins was 0.862. HIS on

DWI was not detected in the control

group, but HIS on T2WI was detected in

23.1% of control individuals.

Discussion

In the present study, the sensitivity of HIS

on DWI for the diagnosis of CVT was low

(34.6%), which is consistent with the results

Figure 1. Hyperintensities on diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) caused by thrombosis in the superior
sagittal sinus (a–d), transverse sinuses (e), and sigmoid sinuses (f). DWI hypointensity in normal sinuses (g).
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obtained previously by Lovblad et al.14 and

Favrole et al.6 However, in our study, the

specificity of HIS on DWI was higher than

that of T2WI. In addition, the combination

of HIS on DWI and T2WI was not any

more sensitive than that of T2WI alone in

detecting CVT. Moreover, all HIS on DWI

were observed in patients who also had HIS

on T2WI. These results suggest that HIS on

DWI might have been influenced by

the signal intensity on T2WI, via the

T2-shine-through effect. It is therefore not

necessary to perform DWI to increase

the sensitivity of CVT detection when

T2WI is performed.
In our patients, HIS on DWI was

detected in 70% of the patients in the �7

days (from disease onset to MRI) group,

Figure 2. Normal superior sagittal sinus (A), transverse sinus (B), and sigmoid sinus (C) on diffusion-
weighted imaging (DWI), T1-weighted imaging (T1WI), and T2-weighted imaging (T2WI). Thromboses in
the superior sagittal sinus (A0), transverse sinus (B0), and sigmoid sinus (C0) on DWI, T1WI, and T2WI. The
arrows indicate the sites of the venous sinuses. Normal venous sinuses manifest as “flow-void” hypointense
signals. Venous sinuses with thrombosis manifest as hyperintense signals.

Table 1. The sensitivities of HIS on DWI, HIS on T2*WI, and a combination of both for CVT diagnosis.

Site of

thrombosis

Number

of cases

HIS on DWI HIS on T2*WI HIS on DWI and T2*WI

þ �
Sensitivity

(%) þ �
Sensitivity

(%) þ �
Sensitivity

(%)

SSS 53 28 25 52.8 45 8 84.9 45 8 84.9

STS 20 1 19 5.0 3 17 15.0 3 17 15.0

Left TS 55 7 48 12.7 37 18 67.3 38 17 69.1

Left SIS 40 1 39 2.5 11 29 27.5 11 29 27.5

Left IJV 10 0 10 0 1 9 10.0 1 9 10.0

Right TS 64 17 47 26.6 43 21 67.2 43 21 67.2

Right SIS 51 4 47 7.8 19 32 37.3 19 32 37.3

Right IJV 19 3 16 15.8 8 11 42.1 8 11 42.1

Abbreviations: CVT: cerebral venous thrombosis; DWI: diffusion-weighted imaging; HIS: hyperintense signal; IJV: internal

jugular vein; SIS: sigmoid sinus; SSS: superior sagittal sinus; STS: straight sinus; T2*WI: T2*-weighted imaging.
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and in 61.5% of the 8 to 30 days group.

A high incidence of HIS in the 8 to 30 days

group most likely resulted from a late sub-

acute thrombus, which is similar to a late

subacute hematoma in terms of the biophys-

ical characteristics that are related to its

manifestation on DWI. An intravascular

thrombus differs from an intracerebral

hematoma in that a thrombus does not con-

tain extracellular fluid; this may result in

more severely restricted diffusion and, con-

sequently, a stronger HIS on DWI.
In the present study, the incidence of

HIS on DWI for CVT was markedly

lower by 31 days after the onset of symp-

toms. This outcome is consistent with a pre-

vious report in which HIS in sinuses were

detected in the first DWI of 12 of 28

patients, and 27 patients had disease onset

within 30 days. Repeated DWI after 2 to 3

months indicated the complete disappear-

ance of HIS in that study.6 A possible

explanation for HIS on DWI being detected

31 days after the onset of symptoms in our

patients is that venous thrombosis is a

dynamic process; thus, a newly formed

thrombus can occur long after the onset

of symptoms.
Although HIS on DWI did not increase

the sensitivity of MRI to diagnose CVT

compared with the conventional T2WI,

our results indicated that the value of HIS

on DWI may lie in its high specificity. In

our study, HIS on T2WI was observed in

23% of individuals without CVT, but no

HIS on DWI was observed. The anatomical

Table 2. Different stages of HIS on DWI for CVT diagnosis.

Interval between

onset of symptoms

and MRI

Number

of cases

HIS in any sinus or IJV on DWI Intergroup comparison

v2 Pþ � v2 P

�7 days 10 7 (70.0%) 3 (30.0%) 0.007a 0.931 16.492 0.000

8–30 days 26 16 (61.5%) 10 (38.5%) 12.696b 0.000

�31 days 42 8 (19.0%) 34 (43.6%) 7.885c 0.005

Abbreviations: CVT, cerebral venous thrombosis; DWI, diffusion-weighted imaging; HIS, hyperintense signal; IJV, internal

jugular vein; MRI: magnetic resonance imaging. a�7 days group vs. 8 to 30 days group, b8 to 30 days group vs. �31 days

group, c�7 days group vs. �31 days group.

Table 3. The sensitivity and specificity of HIS on DWI for CVT diagnosis.

MRI method

DSA/MRV

Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) AUC PPV (%) NPV (%) kappa Pþ �
DWI þ 27 2

� 51 76 34.6 97.4 0.660 93.1 59.8 0.321 0.000

T2*WI þ 62 18

� 16 60 79.5 76.9 0.782 77.5 78.9 0.564 0.000

T1*WI þ 64 54

� 14 24 82.1 30.8 0.564 54.2 63.2 0.128 0.062

DWIþT2*WI þ 62 20

� 16 58 79.5 74.4 0.545 75.6 78.4 0.538 0.000

Abbreviations: AUC: area under the curve; CVT: cerebral venous thrombosis; DSA: digital subtraction angiography; DWI:

diffusion-weighted imaging; HIS: hyperintense signal; NPV: negative predictive value; PPV: positive predictive value; T1*WI:

T1*-weighted imaging; T2*WI: T2*-weighted imaging.
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basis of this observation may be the pres-
ence of hypoplasia of the venous sinus,
giant arachnoid granulations, or brain her-
niation into the venous sinus.15–21 These
anatomical variations may result in both a
stenosis-like appearance on venography
imaging and HIS on T2WI.

Because MRI is currently a routine neu-
roimaging modality employed in patients
with suspected CVT, knowledge about the
different features of CVT on different MRI
sequences is crucial for establishing a diag-
nosis. Thrombus in a venous sinus or vein is
composed of a fibrin network and trapped
red blood cells. The imaging features of an
evolving intracerebral hematoma and its
underlying biophysical mechanisms might
also be applicable to an intravascular clot,
at least to some extent. On DWI, the hema-
toma core is reported to be hyperintense at
the hyperacute and late subacute stages, but
hypointense at the acute, early subacute, and

chronic stages.22–24 Compared with normal
white matter, stable-but-reduced diffusion is
observed in hyperacute, acute, and early
subacute hematomas containing hemoglo-
bin within intact red blood cells.22,23,25

With simultaneous quantitative analysis
of ADCs and the signal intensity ratio of
intracerebral hematoma on DWI and
T2WI, there was a positive correlation of
the signal intensity ratio on DWI with
that on T2WI, but not with the ADC.23

The signal intensities of hematoma on
DWI may be dominated by those on
T2WI via T2-shine-through or T2-
blackout effects. A previous study provided
further evidence that signal intensities on
T2WI, rather than diffusion status, deter-
mine the signal intensity on DWI; they
demonstrated that there was no significant
difference between the diffusion status in
hematomas containing intact red blood
cells and normal white matter.26

Figure 3. Receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curves showing the differences in diagnostic perform-
ances of hyperintense signal on diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) and T2-weighted imaging (T2).
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Our study had some limitations. First,

this was a retrospective study with a rela-

tively small sample size, and we included

patients who were admitted over a long

period of time. In addition, MRI was not

repeated at scheduled times; thus, it was not

possible to precisely describe the evolution

of signal intensity on DWI at different

stages of CVT. Second, the ADC data

were not available for most patients, and

so the exact mechanisms underlying HIS

on DWI were not able to be ascertained.

Finally, the proportion of thrombosis in

TS and SiS might have been overestimated

because coexisting hypoplasia can be mis-

diagnosed as thrombosis using the criteria

that we employed.
In summary, our results verified that HIS

can be found at sites of thrombosis on DWI

in some patients with CVT. The diagnostic

value of HIS on DWI for CVT may depend

on its high specificity. HIS on T2WI had a

higher sensitivity than HIS on DWI for

diagnosing CVT, especially in the SSS and

TS. However, HIS on T2WI had a low spe-

cificity compared with HIS on DWI. DWI

can be useful to differentiate CVT from

intravenous non-thrombotic tissue, which

can result in the manifestation of stenosis

on venography imaging and HIS on T2WI.
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